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Given blurred observations of a stationary scene captured using a static camera but with diﬀerent and unknown light source
positions, we estimate the light source positions and scene structure (surface gradients) and perform blind image restoration. The
images are restored using the estimated light source positions, surface gradients, and albedo. The surface of the object is assumed
to be Lambertian. We first propose a simple approach to obtain a rough estimate of the light source position from a single image
using the shading information which does not use any calibration or initialization. We model the prior information for the scene
structure as a separate Markov random field (MRF) with discontinuity preservation, and the blur function is modeled as Gaussian.
A proper regularization approach is then used to estimate the light source position, scene structure, and blur parameter. The
optimization is carried out using the graph cuts approach. The advantage of the proposed approach is that its time complexity is
much less as compared to other approaches that use global optimization techniques such as simulated annealing. Reducing the
time complexity is crucial in many of the practical vision problems. Results of experimentation on both synthetic and real images
are presented.
Copyright © 2008 S. Sharma and ManjunathV. Joshi. This is an open access article distributed under the Creative Commons
Attribution License, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is
properly cited.
1. INTRODUCTION
Photometric stereo has been used by many researchers for
recovering the shape of the object and the albedo. Here, the
shading cue is used for inferring the shape of the object.
Authors in [1] propose two algorithms for robust shape
estimation for photometric stereo. They combine finite
triangular surface model and the linearized reflectance image
formation model to express the image irradiance. Chen et al.
[2] recover the albedo values for color images using photo-
metric stereo. In [3–5], the authors use a calibrating object
of known shape and constant albedo to establish a nonlinear
mapping between the image irradiance and shape of the
object in the form of a lookup table. For photometric stereo,
a neural network-based approach is presented in [6] for a
rotationally symmetric object with nonuniform reflectance.
Authors in [7] obtain shape from photometric stereo images
with unknown light source positions. However, they do not
attempt to recover the light source positions. Basri et al. [8]
attempt to recover the surface normal in a scene using the
images produced under general lighting condition. They
assume the light sources to be isotropic and distantly located
from the object, assume a combination of point sources,
extended sources, diﬀused lighting, and represent the general
lighting conditions using low-order spherical harmonics.
In [9], a method to obtain absolute depth from multiple
images based on solving a set of linear equations is proposed.
This method is applicable to a wide range of reflectance
models. Another approach for photometric stereo that is
based on the optical flow is presented in [10]. The input
images are matched through an optical flow and the resulting
disparity field is then used to obtain structure from motion
which does not require the reflectance map information.
Photometric stereo has also been applied to the analysis
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and description of surface structures in [11–14]. It has also
been applied to the problems of machine inspections [15]
and identification of machined surfaces [16]. In [17], graph
cuts minimization technique has been used for estimation
of the surface normals using photometric stereo. They use
the ratio of two images in order to cancel out the albedo in
the image irradiance equation and get the initial estimates
of the surface normal which are required to define the
energy functions. Graph cuts are then used for optimization.
Although, authors in [7, 8] obtain the shape of the object
without the knowledge of the light source position they
do not consider the blur in the observations. In all these
methods, the researchers do not consider the eﬀect of blur
while solving the problem of photometric stereo. In practice,
the observations are often blurred due to camera jitter or out-
of-focus blur. Joshi and Chaudhuri [18] address the problem
of simultaneous estimation of the scene structure and restore
the images considering blurred photometric observations.
They recover the surface gradients and the albedo and also
perform blind image restoration. The surface gradients and
the albedo are modeled as separate Markov random fields
(MRFs), and a suitable regularization scheme is used to
estimate the diﬀerent fields as well as the blur parameter.
However, they use simulated annealing for optimization
which is very time-consuming and takes hours to reach the
global minima. Also, the light source positions are assumed
to be known. Sharma and Joshi [19] use graph cuts for
superresolving the image and scene depth using photometric
cue. However, they do not consider blur on the observations
and use known light source directions. In this paper, we do
not address the superresolution problem, but we estimate
the scene structure, light source position, and perform blind
image restoration.
Most of the researchers, while using shape from shad-
ing and photometric stereo, assume that the light source
positions are known. However, in a practical scenario, the
images are captured without any knowledge of the position
of the light source (with respect to some reference plane).
We now discuss briefly some of the research works that
have been carried out on the estimation of position of the
light source. The problem of obtaining the light source
position from a single image was first addressed in [20]
where the solution is obtained using the derivative of the
image intensity along several directions. The authors in
[21] present two schemes for estimating the illuminant
direction from a single image. One method is based on
local estimates for smooth patches. The second method
uses shading information from image contours. In [22], a
scheme which is based on the concept of critical points
in the image for extracting multiple illuminant directions
from the image of a sphere of known size is proposed. Two
methods for estimating the surface reflectance property of
an object as well as the position of a light source from
a single view without the distant illumination assumption
are proposed in [23]. Given an image and a 3D geometric
model of an object with specular reflection as inputs, the
first method estimates the light source position by fitting
to the Lambertian diﬀuse component, while separating
the specular and diﬀuse components by using an iterative
relaxation scheme. The second method extends the first
method by using specular component image as input, which
is acquired by analyzing multiple polarization images taken
from a single view. The authors in [24] combine information
both from the shading of the object and from the shadows
cast on the scene to estimate the position of multiple
illuminants of a scene. In [25], a scheme for locating multiple
light sources and estimating their intensities from a pair of
stereo images of a sphere is discussed. The surface of the
sphere is assumed to have both Lambertian and specular
properties. In [26], a method is presented for calibrating
multiple light source locations in 3D using captured images.
This method uses three spheres at known relative positions
which are used for calibrating the light source directions. In
[27], a fully automatic algorithm for estimating the projected
light source direction from a single image is presented.
The algorithm consists of three stages. First, the potential
occluding contours using color and edge information are
selected, and then for each contour the light source direction
is estimated using a shading model. In the final stage, the
results from the estimations are fused together in a Bayesian
network to arrive at the most likely light source direction.
The approaches proposed in [25, 26] use calibration to find
the light source position, which is a diﬃcult task.
In this paper, we first propose a simple approach for
obtaining the rough estimates of light source position using
a single image. We assume a point light source and one
light source direction for each captured image. We thus
estimate the light source position for each observation in
the photometric stereo setup. It may be mentioned that the
proposed approach for light source direction does not use
any calibration as used by many of the other researchers. We
then estimate the scene structure and the blur parameter and
restore the image. The blur function is modeled as Gaussian
and the surface gradients are modeled as separate Markov
random fields (MRFs) with edge preservation and suitable
regularization is used. A cost function that consists of a
data fitting term and other constraint terms is formulated
and graph cuts approach is used for optimization to get the
final solution. The light source position is also optimized
for each of the captured image. We would like to mention
here that we do not optimize for albedo assuming that it,
as a smooth field and a simple sharpening filter, is used to
remove the eﬀect of blurring from the albedo field. Although
the problem of blind restoration and shape estimation from
blurred photometric observations is solved in [18], they use
known light source positions and do not estimate them
in their formulation. Also, they use simulated annealing
for optimization which is computationally very taxing. In
our formulation, we use graph cuts with proper choice of
label set to considerably reduce the convergence time. It
may be mentioned here that although simulated annealing
yields global minima irrespective of the nature of cost
function, the solution obtained using graph cuts is near
the optimal solution [28] with computational complexity
much less than simulated annealing. In a practical scenario,
time complexity is crucial. For instance, if we consider an
assembly line where an object has to be moved from one
place to another (industrial inspection), the requirement











Figure 1: Observation system for photometric stereo.
is to calculate the depth fast enough so that the assembly
line functions smoothly, with a slight compromise on the
high accuracy. In such situations, near global optimization
methods, such as graph cuts, are useful. It is interesting to
note that the rough estimates of the proposed light source
position approach serve as better initial estimates for graph
cuts to reach near optimum result quickly.
It may also be mentioned here that uncalibrated photo-
metric stereo may be used to find the surface gradients and
albedo along with the light source directions and intensities.
However, there is an ambiguity in the estimated values since
these quantities can be determined only up to an arbitrary
invertible matrix [29, 30]. The proposed approach does not
suﬀer from such a problem. Also, it uses a simple shading
eﬀect which forms the critical boundary in order to obtain
the initial estimate.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we discuss the basic photometric stereo approach for shape
(depth) estimation. Next, we explain the forward model
for formation of blurred images in Section 3. Section 4
describes the proposed approach for light source direction
estimation. A brief overview of the graph cuts optimization
method is presented in Section 5. Section 6 deals with the
proposed approach for simultaneous estimation of scene
structure, light source direction, and blind image restoration.
We present the results of experimentation for light source
direction estimation, depth estimation, and blind restoration
of images in Section 7. The paper is concluded with a short
discussion in Section 8.
2. PHOTOMETRIC STEREO
Photometric stereo is a method for estimating the 3D shape
of an object. It requires several images of a stationary object
that are captured using a stationary camera with diﬀerent
light source positions. Figure 1 shows the observation system
for photometric stereo, in which the object is placed at a
fixed distance from the camera, and the light source is moved
to diﬀerent positions. For each position of the light source
an image is captured, thus obtaining a set of images as
observations. If a Lambertian surface is assumed, the image
irradiance equation relating the surface gradients and image
intensity can be written as
E(x, y) = ρ(x, y)n̂(x, y)·ŝ,
E(x, y) = ρ(x, y)
(
p(x, y)ps + q(x, y)qs + 1
)
√
p(x, y)2 + q(x, y)2 + 1
√
p2s + q2s + 1
,
(1)
where p(x, y), q(x, y) are the surface gradients in x and y
directions, respectively. Here ρ(x, y) represents the albedo,
which is nothing but the fraction of light reflected from
the surface at a point (x, y) and its value lies between
0 and 1. n̂(x, y) denotes the surface normal given by
(−p(x, y),−q(x, y), 1)/(
√
p(x, y)2 + q(x, y)2 + 1) and E(x, y)
is the image irradiance (or image intensity) at point (x, y) in
the image. ŝ = (−ps,−qs, 1)/(
√
p2s + q2s + 1) is a unit vector in
the direction of the light source.
The surface gradients and albedo at a point are related
to the intensity at that point according to (1). Since there
are three unknowns p(x, y), q(x, y), ρ(x, y), it is possible
to obtain a unique solution using linearly independent
equations. In real scenario, due to erroneous observations,
the equations may be inconsistent, and hence one needs to
capture more than three images with diﬀerent light source
positions and obtain the surface gradients and albedo by
solving the overdetermined set of equations using the least
squares (LS) method. Once the surface gradients are known,
an iterative method can be used to obtain the depth map
[31].
3. FORWARD MODEL
Equation (1) relates the true surface gradients and albedo
when we assume that the observations are not blurred.
However, due to the faulty focus settings of the camera, the
observations are often blurred. If the eﬀect of blur and noise
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Figure 2: Experimental setup for estimating illuminant position. P(x, y, z) is a point on the object that is projected onto the image plane at
point P(x′, y′, z′).
is considered, then the image formed for the mth light source
position can be written as [18]
gm(x, y) = h(x, y)∗Em(x, y) + wm(x, y), m = 1, . . . ,K ,
(2)
where h(x, y) represents the two-dimensional point spread
function (PSF) of the camera, and wm(x, y) is the indepen-
dent and identically distributed (i.i.d) additive noise, and
K denotes the number of blurred observations considered.
Since, there is no relative motion between the camera and
the object, the PSF remains same for all the observations.
We also assume that the blur is space-invariant, and hence
a single blur mask is assumed for the entire observed image.
We also assume that there is no chromatic aberration due to
the camera lens.
Now, let Em be a vector containing the unblurred
intensity values of the mth image of size M × N arranged
in lexicographical order. Em is a function of ρ, p, q, and ŝm
which are the true values of the surface gradients, albedo, and
the light source position. If gm represents the corresponding
observation vector, (2) can be written as
gm = H(σ)Em
(
ρ, p, q, ŝm
)
+ wm, m = 1, . . . ,K , (3)
where H(σ) is the MN × MN matrix and σ is the blur
parameter. The blur is assumed to be due to the fact that the
camera is out of focus. This can be modeled by a pillbox blur
or by a Gaussian PSF characterized by the parameter σ [32].
In our work, we assume Gaussian PSF with blur parameter
σ . Now, the problem is to estimate the light source positions,
the surface gradients, the albedo, and blur parameter given
the observations. This is definitely an ill-posed problem and
it requires the use of regularization to obtain better estimates.
While solving for the surface gradients and albedo using
(1), one needs to know the light source direction. In a
practical scenario, these are not known. In the following
section, we discuss a simple approach for obtaining rough
estimates of light source positions.
4. PROPOSED APPROACH FOR INITIAL ESTIMATES OF
LIGHT SOURCE POSITIONS
Here, we discuss a simple shading-based method that uses
the position of the critical boundary formed on the image of
the object being imaged to estimate the light source position.
The critical boundary is defined as that boundary beyond
which the imaged object is not visible in the image due to the
position of the light source. We assume that there is no self-
occlusion and such a boundary exists due to the light source
position. A single light source position is estimated for each
of the blurred observations. We assume a point light source
and an orthographic projection is assumed eliminating the
need for geometric correction.
In this section, we use a diﬀerent convention to represent
the light source positions. The light source position is
estimated with respect to a coordinate system. Let the vector
(sx, sy , sz) represent the true light source position in the
coordinate system. In the notation used in Section 2, the unit




p2s + q2s + 1
= −sx√




p2s + q2s + 1
= −sy√




p2s + q2s + 1
= sz√
s2x + s2y + s2z
.
(4)
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Figure 2 shows the position of the camera, the object, and
the light source with respect to the coordinate system. Both
the camera and the light source are placed in front of the
object. We use simple geometry to find the light source
position. The shading-based method for estimating the light
source position is based on the fact that the critical boundary
moves whenever the position of the light source changes.
At the critical boundary on the image plane, a ray of light
emanating from the light source becomes tangential (as the
object is not visible in the image beyond that boundary).
We refer to the coordinates of the image points on the
end points of the critical boundary as critical points. If the
critical points are known, then the tangents drawn at those
points intersect at the point where the point light source
is located. We use a simple binary thresholding followed
by edge detection to obtain the critical boundary. Figure 3
illustrates the geometry used for the proposed method. The
figure shows the tangents on the critical boundary and the
light source position, given by the intersection of the tangents
to the circle at the critical points. The dark portion of the
figure shows the portion of the object beyond the critical
boundary, which is not visible in the image. The light sources
thus estimated for each observation are refined using the
graph cuts optimization. It may be noted that we obtain the
light source position using geometry on the image which
lies on the x − y plane, only the x and y coordinates of the
light source direction can be estimated using our approach.
The obtained coordinates are normalized to get the direction
vector. We represent these as s′x and s′y . The shading-based
method can be summarized as follows.
(1) The given image is thresholded into two regions,
depending on whether the portion of the object
being imaged is visible in the image or not. We use
the “watershed” function available in MATLAB to
segment the object from the background.
(2) Edges are extracted from the image to get the critical
boundary.
(3) Next, a best fit circle in the least square sense is
estimated using the points on the critical boundary.
(4) Two tangents are drawn, one on each of the critical
points of the critical boundary.
(5) The point of intersection of these tangents gives x and
y coordinates of the light source position.
The rough estimates of the light source positions obtained
from the blurred observations are used to obtain the initial
values of p, q, and ρ (using the least squares method as
mentioned in Section 2), thus ensuring better initial esti-
mates that aid in the quick convergence of the optimization
using graph cuts. However, while using (1) to find the surface
gradients and albedo, the z coordinate of the light source
position is initialized as follows. A small value ε is subtracted
from s′x and s′y such that the relation (s′x − ε)2 + (s′y − ε)2 +
s′2z = 1 is satisfied. We subtract a small value ε from the values
s′x and s′y (estimated geometrically from the image) as these
values are already close to the true values. Since s′x and s′y are









Figure 3: Illustration of the geometry used by the method. Also,
shown are tangents on the critical boundary and the light source




s2x + s2y + s2z) and sy/(
√
s2x + s2y + s2z), this step is required
so that the estimated initial light source position becomes a
valid direction.
5. INTRODUCTION TO GRAPH CUTS
Many researchers use global optimization techniques such as
simulated annealing for minimization of energy functions.
Although, simulated annealing is theoretically capable of
finding the global minima of an arbitrary energy function,
it is computationally very expensive and hence practically
not feasible. Recently, algorithms have been proposed for
optimization using graph cuts which guarantee that the
solution obtained either reaches the global optimum or
reaches local minima close to the global minimum [28] quite
fast.
One of the most widely used energy function in the graph
cuts framework is as follows [28]:
















Data( f (x, y)) is a function derived from the observed
data that measures the cost of assigning the label f (x, y)
to the pixel (x, y) ∈ S, S being the image grid. The
label may represent an image intensity for a restoration
problem or may be a surface gradient while estimating shape.
V(x,y),(u,v)( f (x, y), f (u, v)) is the term used to incorporate
the spatial smoothness. This measures the cost of assigning
the labels f (x, y) and f (u, v) to two adjacent pixels at (x, y)
and (u, v). This is also the typical energy function that uses
MRF modeling. Graph cuts can be used for minimization
of only a certain type of energy functions. Minimization
via graph cuts is possible only if the cost function is graph
representable. It has been proved that an energy function
is graph representable provided the energy function satisfies
the regularity condition [33].
Minimization of an energy function by graph cuts is
basically finding that cut on the graph which has the min-
imum cost. Such algorithms are called min-cut/max-flow
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algorithms. Global minimization of these energy functions
is NP-hard even in the simplest discontinuity-preserving
case. In [28], two min-cut/max-flow algorithms, α − β swap
and α expansion have been proposed. It has been proved
that iteratively running the expansion algorithm produces
approximate solutions within a factor of two of the global
minima for a multilabel case provided that the smoothness
term V(x,y),(u,v)( f (x, y), f (u, v)) is a metric. This motivates us
to use graph cuts as an optimization method in our work.
6. ESTIMATION OF SCENE STRUCTURE, LIGHT
SOURCE POSITION, AND BLIND RESTORATION
In the following section, we explain how we solve our
problem of estimating the light source directions, surface
gradients, and the blur parameter.
6.1. Data fitting term
Since, we have many observations of the same stationary
object captured with a stationary camera, the data fitting













where the symbols have their usual meaning. In this case,
the variables are surface gradients, that is, p(x, y) and
q(x, y), albedo ρ(x, y) at every pixel (x, y) of the image.
Also, the illuminant position ŝm is unknown but is the same
for the entire image. In order to simplify calculations, we
parameterize the point light source in terms of the tilt (τm)


























This a multilabel minimization problem with a number of
unknowns.
The energy function should satisfy the regularity con-
dition so that it can be minimized using graph cuts
formulation. Applications of graph cuts generally use the
data term that is a function of a single pixel [34] since a
function of a single variable is always regular [33].
Consider the data fitting term for a particular pixel (x, y)
























where h is an S × T blurring mask, u = (S − 1)/2, and
v = (T − 1)/2. Since the blurring function H(σ) operates on
more than one pixel, the data term is not regular. In order to
use the graph cuts formulation, we apply valid mathematical
approximations to the data fitting term such that the data
term becomes a function of a single pixel. For each pixel
(x, y), we consider the terms not depending on (x, y) as




















h(i, j)Fm(x, y), i /= 0, j /= 0. (11)
6.2. Prior modeling
We model the prior information of the surface gradients as
separate Markov random fields (MRFs). By using the MRF
prior, the spatial dependency between the neighboring pixels
can be easily accounted. Generally, the depth variation of an
object is smooth with occasional discontinuities representing
sudden change in depth. We capture this relationship by
using the smoothness term with discontinuity preservation
for edges. In this case, a truncated linear prior as defined
in [28] is used. The discontinuity preservation depends on
the choice of parameter T . This prior is piecewise smooth,
and hence it ensures that the solution does not become over
smooth, and discontinuities are preserved. The smoothness




f (x, y), f (k, l)
) = min (∣∣ f (x, y)− f (k, l)∣∣,T),
(12)
where T is a positive constant. The smoothness term satisfies
the regularity condition if it is a metric. It can be easily
verified that (12) satisfies the conditions of a metric. Here,
f (x, y) is the label assigned to the pixel (x, y). So, f (x, y) can
be either p(x, y) or q(x, y). We use the following truncated



















where t = p or q.
6.3. Source position direction constraint
Since we estimate the normalized light source direction, the
estimated value of the illuminant position should satisfy
||s||2 = 1, (14)
where s = (sx, sy , sz). This ensures that the light source
position is a unit vector in the direction of the source.
This constraint is used while optimizing to ensure better
convergence of the light source positions.
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6.4. Total cost function
Since we use a regularization-based approach, the total cost
function can be obtained by combining the data term,
smoothness term, and the source position constraint. Thus




















In our implementation, we optimize one variable at a
time keeping the others constant. For example, the cost
is minimized first using p values, keeping the values of
q, τm, γm, and σ constant. Using the optimized values of p,
we minimize for q, keeping the other variables unchanged.
This is repeated in each cycle for all the variables until
convergence is reached. It may be mentioned here that p, q
are all matrices. γm and τm are real values corresponding
to a particular source position and σ is also a real value.
As already mentioned, we use the albedo values that are
unblurred using a simple high pass filter to reconstruct the
restored images for each light source direction. The depth is
estimated using the estimated p and q values [31].
6.5. Choice of the label set
Graph cuts require a discrete label set. Many of the pro-
posed methods use graph cuts because optimization use
integer labels, for example, see [35]. In our case, we use
discrete floating point labels. Knowing the initial light source
position estimates, one can obtain the initial estimates for
p, q, and albedo using an LS approach. Based on the
frequency distribution (histogram) of p and q labels, it is
possible to quantize the entire range of continuous labels
in a nonuniform fashion to get a discrete label set. The
nonuniform quantization is done so that maximum number
of labels (discrete and integer) is assigned to that subrange
which has a higher probability. For τ and γ, the set of labels
is selected by trial and error around the initially obtained
values. The number of labels, in this case, is directly related
to the precision. As the chosen number of labels is increased,
more accurate estimates may be obtained with a slight
increase in computational complexity.
7. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we present some of our experimental results
for the proposed approach to recover the light source
positions, depth estimation (using the estimated surface
gradients), and blind restoration. Experimental results are
shown for synthetically generated images as well as for real
images.
(a) (b)
Figure 4: (a) Synthetically generated hemisphere image with light
source position (0.1545, 0.9755, 0.1564) and (b) the corresponding
edge image.
7.1. Experimental results on initial estimates of
light source positions
We first consider the experimentation for estimating the light
source position using the proposed shading-based method.
An image of a hemisphere with known light source position
is synthesized. While conducting the experiment, we assume
that the light source position is unknown. Figure 4(a) shows
the image of the hemisphere with normalized x and y
coordinates of the light source direction as (0.1545, 0.9755),
and the corresponding edge image is shown in Figure 4(b).
We use a simple canny edge detection technique to obtain
the edge image. Since the image is a circle, the line joining the
center of the image to the critical points will be perpendicular
to the tangents at these points, and the intersection point
of these tangents gives the x and y coordinates of the
light source position. The estimated values of the x and
y coordinates of light source position in this case are
(0.1592, 0.9872) which are quite close to the true estimate.
Table 1 shows the actual and estimated values of x and y
coordinates of the light source direction for the images of the
hemisphere generated using diﬀerent light source directions.
We next consider a real image with unknown light source
directions where the critical boundary may not be a smooth
curve. Figure 5(a) shows the image of a soft toy “Jodu”
captured with some unknown light source position and the
corresponding edge image is shown in Figure 5(b). In this
case, in order to obtain the light source position, we fit a circle
through the image points that lie on the critical boundary.
Now, the two critical points are selected on this circle, and
the point of intersection of the tangents at these points is the
light source position. This experiment was repeated on a set
of eight images of Jodu so that they can be used as the initial
estimates for graph cuts optimization. In order to verify the
correctness of the light source direction, we reconstruct the
images using these estimated light source positions and the
initial estimates of p, q, and ρ obtained using them (refer
to (1)). The reconstructed image displayed in Figure 5(c) has
been shading very close to the displayed image in Figure 5(a).
This indicates that these initial estimates of the light source
position when further used in graph cuts optimization lead










Figure 5: (a) Observed Jodu image with unknown light source position. (b) Edge image of Jodu with the same source position. Also shown in
the figure is the circle fitted for the critical boundary and the light source position. (c) Reconstructed Jodu image with the initially estimated
light source direction (0.3821, 0.7035, 0.5992).
Table 1: Actual and estimated values of x and y coordinates of the
light source position for the hemisphere image.
Actual source position Estimated source position
x y x y
0.1545 0.9755 0.1592 0.9872
0.2034 0.9568 0.2069 0.9874
0.3716 0.8346 0.4172 0.9088
0.2939 0.9045 0.2916 0.9566
to convergence of the x, y, and z coordinates of the light
source positions.
7.2. Experimental results on depth estimation and
blind restoration of images
In order to obtain the depth map and blind restoration
of images, we need to estimate the surface gradients and
the blur parameter given the blurred observations. Since
the initial light source positions are already known, we
obtain the initial p, q, and ρ values which serve as initial
estimates for optimization. As mentioned earlier, we do not
optimize the albedo field. For the implementation, we use
the graph cuts library provided by Kolmogorov [28, 33, 36].
Particularly, we use the expansion algorithm for the cost
function minimization. As already discussed, we use a fixed
set of labels for each of the entities p, q, light source position,
and the blur parameter.
We first consider a synthetic image of a vase with a
checkerboard pattern on it. Eight images each of size 128 ×
128 are generated with diﬀerent light source positions using
a computer program. In order to test our algorithm, we
blur the vase images using a Gaussian blur kernel since
the blur due to defocus can be modeled as Gaussian [32].
However, we assume that the blur is space invariant for
our experiments. Since the defocus is assumed to be small,
the blur parameter (σ) of the Gaussian function is assumed
to lie in the range (0.5, 1.5). For this experiment, the blur
(a) (b)
Figure 6: Synthesized vase images with source positions: (a)
(0.2995, 0.4827, 0.8230), (b) (0.4379, 0.4827, 0.7585).
(a) (b)
Figure 7: Restored vase images using the proposed approach for the
observations in Figure 6. The estimated light source positions are
(0.3871, 0.5492, 0.7407) and (0.4554, 0.3778, 0.8062), respectively.
parameter was chosen to be σ = 1 and the kernel size was 7×
7. Figure 6 shows two of the observed vase images with true
light source positions: Figure 6(a) (0.2995, 0.4827, 0.8230)
and Figure 6(b) (0.4379, 0.4827, 0.7585). The blur parameter
σ estimated using our approach is 0.93 which is very close
to the true value of σ = 1. The number of labels for
estimating the same was chosen as 10. Figures 7(a) and
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 8: Depth map for vase (a) ground truth and obtained using (b) LS approach on blurred images and (c) proposed approach.
7(b) show the restored vase images after optimization with
graph cuts. The two images have similar shading as given
in Figures 6(a) and 6(b) indicating that the source positions
estimated are close to the correct values. The sharp square
patches with clear edge detail indicate that the images are well
restored. Figures 8(a) and 8(b) show the ground truth for
depth and that obtained using blurred images. The ground
truth for the vase image is known since it is a synthetic
image. Figure 8(c) displays the recovered depth map using
the proposed approach. The depth map is shown as an
intensity image that represents the depth values scaled in the
range 0–255. The scaling is done such that higher intensity
pixels in the depth map represent points closer to the camera
in the object.
For the vase image, we observed that the initial values of
p and q lie in the range (−4, 0.6) and (−0.2, 0.3), respectively.
Hence, depending on the frequency distributions of the
respective entities, we used 388 and 350 labels for p and q,
respectively. The number of labels for both the tilt and slant
angles of the light source position were chosen as 40. The
regularization parameters λp and λq for p and q fields (in
(13)) were manually selected as 0.075 and 0.034, respectively.
The value of Tt of the truncated linear prior was chosen to be
0.175. These were chosen on a trial and error basis.
In order to test our algorithm on real images, we next
consider the experimentation on two real image sets, Jodu
and shoe. The light source positions are unknown for Jodu
images but the same is available for shoe images. We slightly
defocus the camera setting to obtain the blurred Jodu and
shoe observations. In a real scenario, this is due to improper
focus setting while using an inferior quality camera.
We first consider Jodu images. Two of the observed
images, with unknown light source positions, are shown in
Figures 9(a) and 9(b). Figures 10(a) and 10(b) show the
restored Jodu images after optimization using our approach.
In both cases, it can be clearly seen that the two images have
been shading very similar to that displayed in Figures 9(a)
and 9(b), indicating that the estimated source positions are
close to the true values. The reconstructed images are also
sharper as compared to the blurred observations indicating
that they are restored well. The blur parameter σ estimated
for this experiment was 0.84.
(a) (b)
Figure 9: Observed Jodu images with unknown light source
directions.
(a) (b)
Figure 10: Reconstructed Jodu images after optimization using
graph cuts. In this case, the estimated source positions are (a)
(0.4379, 0.4827, 0.7585), (b) (−0.5428,−0.4823, 0.6875).
The initialization for this experiment was kept as follows.
Since the initial values of p were in the range (−1, 1) and that
for q lies in the range (−0.6, 0.6), depending on the frequency
distributions of the respective entities, we used 440 and 420
labels for p and q, respectively. The other parameters λt and
Tt , where t = p, q, as well as the number of labels for tilt
and slant angles of the light source position and the blur
parameters were kept the same as the previous experiment,
for both Jodu and shoe image sets.
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(a) (b)
Figure 11: Observed shoe images with true light source directions
(a) (0.6736, 0.3042, 0.6736), (b) (−0.6123,−0.3042, 0.7297).
(a) (b)
Figure 12: Reconstructed shoe images after optimization using
graph cuts. In this case, the estimated source positions are (a)
(0.5567, 0.1250, 0.8213), (b) (0.4215,−0.2340, 0.8761).
Two of the observed shoe images, with known light
source positions, are shown in Figures 11(a) and 11(b).
Figures 12(a) and 12(b) show the restored shoe images after
optimization using our approach. In this case, although
the estimated images look sharper than that displayed in
Figures 11(a) and 11(b), the shading diﬀers. This is due to
the absence of a clear critical boundary in the shoe images,
which degrades the performance of our light source position
estimation algorithm. The blur parameter σ estimated for
this experiment was 0.95. For this experiment, the initial
values of p and q were in the range (−4, 9) (440 labels) and
(−7, 6) (440 labels), respectively.
We now show the performance of our approach for depth
estimation. Figures 13(a) and 13(b) show the depth maps
for Jodu image obtained from blurred Jodu images using
LS approach and that obtained using our graph cuts-based
approach. One can observe that the discontinuities are better
preserved in Figure 13(b), which can be clearly seen in the
portion near Jodu’s eyes, mouth, and nose. Figures 14(a) and
14(b) show the depth maps for shoe image obtained from
blurred shoe images using LS approach and that obtained
using our graph cuts-based approach. Here, the shoe was
kept at angle with the image plane and this causes linear
intensity variation in the depth map. This can be observed
in Figure 14(b) indicating a better depth estimate.
Table 2: PSNR comparison for vase images. The (depth) row in the
table gives the PSNR comparison for the depth field.
True PSNR in dB
source position Blurred images Graph cuts
Vase image
(0.438, 0.483, 0.759) 55.22 55.75
(0.2995, 0.4827, 0.8230) 54.97 55.33
(Depth) 77.30 76.62
(a) (b)
Figure 13: Depth map for Jodu obtained using (a) LS approach on
blurred images, (b) proposed approach.
In order to compare the performance based on the
quantitative measure, we use peak signal-to-noise ratio
(PSNR) as a figure of merit for both the reconstructed images
and the depth map. The expression for PSNR is given as
follows:
















I(x, y)− J(x, y))2 (17)
for two M ×N images I and J . Here I is the true image and J
represents either the observed blurred image or the estimated
one.
Table 2 shows the PSNR values for the blurred vase
images and those obtained after using the proposed
approach. The values are tabulated for vase intensity image
with two diﬀerent light source positions as well as for the
depth. We can clearly see that with the graph cuts-based
approach the PSNR improves for the restored images.
Since vase is a smooth image, the depth map recon-
structed from the blurred images using the correct light
source positions is close to the ground truth. Hence in case of
the reconstructed depth map using the proposed approach,
there is a slight decrease in the value of PSNR although
perceptually it is close to the ground truth as is clearly seen
in Figure 8(c). It may be mentioned here that we cannot
compare PSNR for the restored Jodu and shoe images as well
as their depth maps, since we do not have the ground truth.
We would also like to mention that our method works
well for sphere-shaped objects (for, e.g., vase image) as the
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(a) (b)
Figure 14: Depth map for shoe obtained using (a) LS approach on
blurred images, (b) proposed approach.
method relies on fitting a circle on the critical boundary.
However, in our experiments on arbitrary object shapes
(Jodu and shoe), we found no convergence problems when
we used the light source positions estimated using the
proposed approach as initial estimates and then refined them
using graph cuts.
We now compare the time complexity of our approach
with that proposed in [18], where simulated annealing is
used for optimization in order to preserve the disconti-
nuities. The convergence time for the algorithm proposed
in the paper was of the order of hours which makes the
algorithm unfit in a practical scenario. Our approach, on the
other hand, takes around 5–7 minutes for convergence. All
experiments were performed on a 1.33 GHz processor usin
vase, Jodu, and shoe images of size 128×128, 234×234, and
265× 265, respectively.
8. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we present a practical approach for photomet-
ric stereo. First, we propose a simple method to obtain rough
estimates for light source position which does not require
any calibration or initialization. We then use these initial
estimates to obtain the light source positions, blur parameter,
scene depth, as well as the restored images given only the
blurred photometric observations. A proper regularization
scheme is used for the same, and graph cuts were used for
optimization. The advantage of the proposed approach is
that we obtain the light source position, scene structure,
and perform blind restoration given just the observations.
The results show that the proposed approach produces
results close to the desired solution. Results also show that
the proposed approach is very fast as compared to other
approaches that use global optimization techniques like
simulated annealing. Thus our approach is useful in practical
applications where computation time is a constraint.
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